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AKHTAR HASSAN KHAN
The 1998 Census was the fifth nation-wide census to be held in Pakistan. The
earlier censuses were held in 1951, 1961, 1972, and 1981. It was the British colonial
administrators who started the tradition of holding nation-wide decennial censuses in the
year beginning with digit 1. Regular censuses were held in British India from 1881 to
1941. Pakistan continued with this tradition and conducted its national censuses in 1951
and 1961. The 1971 census was postponed due to civil war leading to the separation of
East Pakistan. But it was promptly held in the following year in 1972. The 1981 census
was held on time in March 1981, preceded by the Housing Census in December 1980.
The present author was the Census Commissioner at that time.
The next census was due in 1991. Adequate preparations were made. It is a
standard operation in every census to conduct house listing before the actual detailed
inquiry. Enumerators visit all the houses within their block, put a census number on the
house, list the house number corresponding with the census number, and ask a broad
question on the total number of persons staying in the house and record this number in
their registers. These numbers showed absurd exaggeration, with 10 to 12 percent
annual growth in many districts. The operation was called off and it was decided to
proceed afresh. The delay and postponement led to politicisation of the 1991 census.
The importance and need for holding the census was realised but no government was
prepared to face census results which sharply changed inter-provincial ratios or rural-
urban ratios, as these would have resulted in altering the seats allocated to different
provinces in the national Assembly as well as the allocation of developme!1t funds
allocated on the basis of population. The frequent postponement of censuses by different
governments became a domestic and international embarrassment. At long last, the 5th
decennial census was held not even in the Golde,n Jubilee year of 1997 but in the 51st
year of national history in March 1998. As this census was held soon after the country
celebrated 50 years, it was a very opportune moment to take stock of the demographic
development of the past 5 decades and make projections for the future. Demography,
after all, plays a very important role not only in the nation's economic developmentbut
also in the overall national progress of a country. The following Table 1 gives the
population of Pakistan from the beginning of the present century till its end.
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